
CST8207: Linux 

Operating Systems I



Administrivia

 My Name: Todd Kelley

 My Office: T323

 My E-mail: kelleyt@algonquincollege.com

 My Office Hours: 

 By appointment 

 Or if  you come across me in the hallway, my office, or where 

ever and I’m not in a hurry, I’ll be more than happy to talk to 

you. (But sometimes I might be in a hurry.)

 Schedule:  Tuesday afternoons, and more TBD

mailto:shawn.unger@algonquincollege.com
mailto:shawn.unger@algonquincollege.com


Course Objectives
• Introduce the basic concepts and core functions of  the Linux 

operating system in a stand-alone environment. 

• Learn basic command structures and capabilities of  the Linux 
operating system,

• Perform common basic system configuration and management 
tasks routinely carried out by computer professionals. 

• troubleshooting the boot process, and customizing the operating 
system environment.

• provide the required background for the successor course in 
second semester (CST8177) 



Brief  Course Outline
• Use standard linux commands

• Install Linux

• Create and manage a file system within Linux

• Create and manage user accounts and access 
control

• Install and configure applications

• Manage the boot process

• Note: Handouts, labs, and supplementary notes 
can/will be found on blackboard. 



About the Lecture Period

• You will have to take notes

• I tend to write diagrams and other helpful notes on the 

chalkboard and perform demos in Linux. 

• I will only discuss the textbook in the lecture when I feel 

the emphasis is warranted. You are responsible for 

reading the material in the textbook on your own. Unless, 

of  course, you ask questions during the lecture regarding 

it.

• The more questions you ask, the more easily you can 

learn the material



Grading Scheme

 In-lab Exercises: 25%

 Quizzes: 10%

 Term Tests: 35%

 Term Test One: 15%

 Term Test Two: 20%

 Final Exam: 30%

 You MUST pass the theory portion (Tests and 
Final) in order to have your practical portion 
(Assignments, Labs) included in your final grade.



For In Lecture Quizzes You Will 
Require



Previous Results (Last Term)



Previous Results (One Year Ago)



Grading Scheme: In-Lab Exercises

• In-lab work (roughly one per week) for 25% of  your 
total mark

• You are expected to have read the lab and associated 
textbook/lecture material in advance (except first lab).

• Lab work is due 10 minutes before the end of  the lab 
period that follows the period in which it was 
introduced. (e.g. if  your lab starts at 8:00 then it is due 
at 9:40)

• Absence from 2 or more labs without prior consent 
will result in a final grade of  “F.”



Grading Scheme: Term Tests

• The two term tests are spaced about 5 to 6 
weeks apart.  

• Each test may include questions from all 
material covered to date, but each one will 
focus primarily on the material from the 
preceding weeks. 

• Contribute 35% to your total mark, 15% from 
the first and 20% from the second.



Grading Scheme: Final Exam

 At the end of  the semester, covering the entire 

course (lectures, textbook, labs, midterms and 

assignments).

 This is worth 30% of  your total mark. 

 Note that the final will be somewhat different in 

style from the term tests, as there is more time 

available (2 hours).



Grading Scheme Conclusion

 You must pass the theory (75%) to have your 
practical portion (labs: 25%) included in 
your final grade.

 Failing the theory portion of  the course will 
result in an automatic failing grade



Lab Period Details

• Lab attendance is mandatory, if  you miss two labs without reason, 

you will receive an automatic F.

• Each lab has an in-lab exercise tied into the lecture material.

• The exercises are mandatory, and I will record your mark in each 

once you have demoed the exercise to me. Just being physically 

present doesn’t count as attending the lab.

• Don't fall behind - stay current. Catching up is hard to do. New 

material builds on material already covered.

• At the start of  each lab, get the attendance book, find your page, 

and sign in for that week. 



Lab (WT-126) Rules

 Never bring food or drink into the lab

 If  it is not your assigned lab period, ask 
permission from the instructor currently in the 
lab (if  any)

 The lab is open 24/7



Required Textbook

 Please get the textbook:

 A Practical Guide to Fedora and Red Hat 
Enterprise Linux, Fifth ed., 

 by Mark Sobell, Prentice Hall 

 ISBN #013-237382-3 as soon as possible.  We 
will start using it immediately, and I will be 
assigning readings from it today.





Some Other Useful Textbooks

• Linux Administration Handbook , 2nd ed., by Evi
Nemeth et al, Prentice Hall, ISBN 0-13-148004-9

• Linux Administration, A Beginner’s Guide, 4th ed., by 
Wale Soyinka, McGraw Hill, ISBN 9780071545884

• Linux in a Nutshell, 5th ed., Jessica Perry Hekman, 
O’Reilly, ISBN 0-596-00930-5

There are many, many books on Linux. 



How to Read Assigned Readings 

• Read the words

• No, really: read them

• Take some notes

• Did you come across a key item?

• Is it useful, interesting, or likely of  future 

value?

• Does it seem odd, peculiar, or 

contradictory?



How to Read Assigned Readings

 Re-read sections

• Look at your notes for issues and concerns

• Can you resolve an apparent contradiction?

• What does the relevant man/info page have to say?

• Test it on a computer if  appropriate

• Try a web search through Google, Bing, or whatever 

for more information



How to Read Assigned Readings

 Answer the questions in the Review 

Exercises (in writing!) for each chapter

Don't just read the questions, actually answer 

them

 Yes, in writing: it's now part of  your notes! 



Assigned Readings for This Week

 This week:

 “A Practical Guide to Fedora and Red Hat 
Enterprise Linux “

 "Table of  Contents" (yes, really) and "Preface"

 Chapters 1, 2, 3 and 4



Assigned Readings for Next Week

“ A Practical Guide to Fedora and Red 

Hat Enterprise Linux “

Chapters 5 and 6



A Few Linux Clues
 Fedora Linux (You will be using this in the 

labs)

 Mandrake, Slackware, Debian, SuSe, 
Ubuntu, and lots of  others

 Check out www.cygwin.com

 Join OCLUG: Ottawa-Carleton Linux Users 
Group



Man Pages (More on this later)
 All UNIX and Linux systems have a set of  online 

documentation called the man pages

 man for manual, naturally. 

 Some UNIXes (or Unices or Unixen) will have a front-end 
available from the GUI desktop. 

 The info command may also be used on many systems.

 Use the man pages often. In other words,   RTFM (Read 
The Fine Manual; NOT that other term you’ve heard 
on occasion).

 Use this command to learn about using the man pages:
man man

 Don't ask a question of  your neighbour in the lab (or me) 
until you have checked the relevant man pages.



Man Pages (Cont.)

 You can do a keyword search by entering either of  the 

following two commands (they are equivalent):

man -k <some keyword>

or

apropos <some keyword>

 You can search for strings within a man page by 

entering /string[ENTER], where string is what you 

want to find. To search again, enter /. See man more 

for details. 



Man Pages (Cont.)

 You can print material from the man pages by issuing this 
command (watch out - it's often different (you just gotta love 
standards!) under other Unixen):

man -t <rest of  arguments> | lpr

 The general statement for man is of  this form:
man [-<options>] [section] title

 Find out about the section numbers. For example, the Linux 
reference printf  is found in both sections 1 and 3. Reference to 
one particular form of  a command is usually shown in a form 
like printf(1) , printf(3), or even printf(3S). Do find out what 
the main sections are, and when to use them.



Info Pages
 info (texinfo format in /usr/info) appears to be 

attempting to replace the traditional man pages 
(nroff/troff  format in /usr/man)

 Info formatted documents are organized into 
hierarchical “nodes” instead of  the nroff/troff  flat file 
format.

 It appears that man pages won’t go away anytime soon: 
Some people hate info others hate man. Thus, both 
will probably be around for quite some time

 Try entering info info to get more help on its use


